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ABSTRACT 
Search problems are fundamental in artificial intelligence. When domain knowledge is 
limited or not available, search is the only way to solve a problem. Although search 
algorithms have been widely implemented using structured or object-oriented 
programming, the design of a multiagent system for solving search problems raises a 
different type of challenges. In this paper, the design of such a system is presented, along 
with some implementation details. The performance of the system is analysed for several 
problems using different algorithms and parameters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
An agent is a computer system that is situated in its environment and is capable of autonomous action in order to 
meet its design objectives [1]. Intelligent agents retain the properties of autonomous agents, and in addition show 
a flexible behaviour [2], characterised by: 
•  reactivity: the ability to perceive their environment, and respond in a timely manner to changes that 
occur in it; 
•  pro-activeness: the ability to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative; 
•  social ability to interact with other agents and possibly human users. 
 
Probably the most important difference between traditional object-oriented programming and agent-based 
programming is the freedom of an agent to respond to a request. When an object receives a message, i.e. one of 
its methods is called, the control flow automatically moves to that method. When an agent receives a message, it 
can decide whether it takes a corresponding course of action or not. 
 
Because of the distributed, autonomous and cooperative features, the design and implementation of algorithms in 
a multiagent framework raise a different class of problems from the design and implementation in an object-
oriented environment. 
 
In this paper, the design of some search algorithms in a multiagent is presented, followed by the description of a 
practical implementation in the JADE multiagent framework, together with some case studies regarding the 
influence of different parameters and performance evaluations. 
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2. SEARCH ALGORITHMS 
 
Search problems are commonly encountered in many artificial intelligence applications, from “toy problems” 
such as the Towers of Hanoi, puzzles, labyrinths, to real life situations, such as planning, route finding, telescope 
scheduling, or robot navigation. They are related to path-finding problems involving the detection of an optimal 
path between two physical locations on a map or, more generally, between two states in the problem search 
space. 
 
We can formalize a search problem as follows. Let Q be a finite set of states. Let  Q S ⊆  be a non-void set of 
initial states. Let  Q G ⊆  be a non-void set of goal states. The successor function  ) ( : Q Q succs ℘ →  defines the 
set of states that can be reached from a state in one step. The cost function 
+ ℜ →
2 :Q cost represents the cost of 
reaching a state s2 from a state s1, and is defined only when  ) ( 1 2 s succs s ∈ .  
 
Two main categories of search can be distinguished [3]: 
•  Uninformed search: The reasoning procedure consists in exploring all the alternatives, as there is no 
information available about the domain. Examples of this type of search are: breadth-first, bidirectional 
search, depth-first, depth-limited, or iterative depth-limited search; 
•  Informed search: The reasoning procedure takes into account the significance of the states, and orders 
the expansion of the nodes by considering the most promising nodes first. It uses problem-specific 
information, typically in the form of a heuristic estimate that approximates the distance of a given state 
to the goal state.  
 
Let f(n) be an evaluation function that assigns each node n a positive real number:  0 ) ( ≥ n f . The smaller f(n), 
the better node n. Let g(n) be the known cost from the initial node to the current node n. Let h(n) be the heuristic 
estimate of the distance from the current node n to a goal node. In this paper, two informed search algorithms 
will be considered: 
•  Greedy: f(n) = h(n) 
•  A*: f(n) = g(n) + h(n) 
 
One of the simplest best-first search strategies is to minimize the estimated cost to reach the goal. That is, the 
node whose state appears to be the closest to the goal state is always expanded first. Greedy search resembles 
depth-first search in the way it prefers to follow a single path all the way to the goal, but returns when it hits a 
dead end. It suffers from the same defects as depth-first search: it is not optimal, and it is incomplete because it 
can start down an infinite path and never return to try other possibilities. An example of this situation will be 
presented in the case studies. With a good heuristic function, the space and time complexity can be reduced 
substantially. The amount of the reduction depends on the particular problem and quality of the h function. 
 
In the A* algorithm [4], starting with the initial node, it maintains a priority queue of nodes to be traversed, 
known as the open set. The lower f(x) for a given node x, the higher its priority. At each step of the algorithm, the 
node with the lowest f(x) value is removed from the queue, the f and h values of its neighbours are updated 
accordingly, and these neighbours are added to the queue. The algorithm continues until a goal node has a lower 
f value than any node in the queue (or until the queue is empty). Goal nodes may be passed over multiple times if 
there remain other nodes with lower f values, as they may lead to a shorter path to a goal. The f value of the goal 
is then the length of the shortest path, since h at the goal is zero. If the actual shortest path is desired, the 
algorithm may also update each neighbour with its immediate predecessor in the best path found so far; this 
information can then be used to reconstruct the path by going backwards from the goal node. Additionally, if the 
heuristic is monotonic, a closed set of nodes already traversed may be used to make the search more efficient. 
Like breadth-first search, A* is complete in the sense that it will always find a solution if there is one. 
 
If the heuristic function h is admissible, meaning that it never overestimates the actual cost of reaching the goal, 
then A* is optimal if we do not use a closed set. If a closed set is used, then h must also be monotonic (or 
consistent) for A* to be optimal. This means that for any pair of adjacent nodes x and y, where d(x,y) denotes the 
length of the edge between them, we must have:  ) ( ) , ( ) ( y h y x d x h + ≤ . 
 
The pseudocode of A* algorithm is presented as follows (adapted after [5]):  
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create a node containing the goal state node_goal 
create a node containing the start state node_start 
put node_start on the open list 
while the OPEN list is not empty begin 
     get the node off the open list with the lowest f and call it node_current 
     if node_current is the same state as node_goal then  
          solution found; break-while  
     generate each state node_successor that can come after node_current 
     for each node_successor of node_current begin 
          set the cost of node_successor to be  
               the cost of node_current + the cost to get to node_successor from node_current 
          find node_successor on the OPEN list 
          if node_successor is on the OPEN list but the existing one is as good or better then  
               discard this successor and continue 
          if node_successor is on the CLOSED list but the existing one is as good or better then 
               discard this successor and continue 
          remove occurences of node_successor from OPEN and CLOSED 
          set the parent of node_successor to node_current 
          set h to be the estimated distance to node_goal using the heuristic function 
          add node_successor to the OPEN list 
     end-for 
add node_current to the CLOSED list 
end-while 
 
Several libraries that include implementations of search algorithms exist. One of them is developed at the 
Computing Science Department of the University of Alberta, as a test bed for running experiments with path-
finding algorithms with emphasis on environments found in computer games [6]. Another library that includes 
three of the most common search algorithms is Pathfinder [7].  
 
While A* and its extension IDA* (Iterative Deepening A*) are the most popular choices, there are many other 
search or path-finding algorithms, for example: D* [8], GAA* (Generalized Adaptive A*) [9], Fringe-Saving A* 
[10]. Beside specialized algorithms, there are recent attempts to use general optimization heuristics, such as the 
genetic algorithms to help robots find near-optimal paths in real-time environments [11]. 
 
Unlike the solutions mentioned above, the system presented in the current paper brings the advantages of the 
implementation of search algorithms in a multiagent environment, with the flexibility to further incorporate any 
other algorithm, and using a powerful agent framework, JADE. 
 
 
3. JADE FRAMEWORK 
 
JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment) framework has become one of the most popular agent-oriented middleware. It 
is a completely distributed system with a flexible infrastructure and with a goal to facilitate the development of 
complete agent-based applications by means of a run-time environment implementing the life-cycle support 
features required by agents, and the core logic of agents themselves [12]. 
 
FIPA (the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) is an IEEE Computer Society standards organization that 
promotes agent-based technology and the interoperability of its standards with other technologies. The FIPA 
standard is based on the principle that only the external behaviour of system components should be specified, 
leaving internal architecture and implementation details to the developers of individual platforms. This ensures 
the interoperation between compliant platforms. 
 
JADE provides complete compatibility with the FIPA specifications (communication, management and 
architecture) that offer the framework within which agents can exist, operate and communicate, while adopting a 
unique internal architecture and implementation of key agent services [12].  
 
JADE has two special types of default agents: 
•  Agent Management System (AMS): provides the naming service, i.e. ensures that each agent in the 
platform has a unique name, and represents the authority in the platform, e.g. it is possible to create or 
kill agents on remote containers by sending requests to the AMS;  
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•  Directory Facilitator (DF): provides a yellow pages service by means of which an agent can find other 
agents providing the services it requires in order to achieve its goals. 
 
In JADE, a custom agent class is derived from the provided Agent base class. Agents run in the so-called 
containers. The methods that are automatically called by the platform during the agent life-cycle, such as setup 
and takeDown, must be overridden. For each agent some behaviours must be defined, which describe the actions 
that the agent performs. Agent communication is implemented using ACL messages [13]. 
 
The general architecture of JADE-based multiagent system is presented in Figure 1 [14]. 
 
LEAP (Lightweight Extensible Agent Platform) is an extension of JADE that enables it to run on wireless 
devices and PDAs such as cell phones and palm computers. Rusitschka has ported the LEAP version of JADE to 
.NET using Visual J#.  Therefore, the resulting DLL can be used from any .NET language, such as Visual C#, to 
build multiagent systems. 
 
Fig. 1. General architecture of a JADE-based multiagent system. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. UML sequence diagram of agent interaction. 
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4. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE MULTIAGENT SYSTEM 
 
The agent-based solution for solving general search problems is composed of three main classes of agents: 
•  The Environment knows the structure of the problem to be solved. This can be, for example, a map 
where the minimum path between two cities has to be found, or any other search problem; 
•  The Solver is the agent that actually applies the search algorithms, in this case Greedy or A*, to find the 
minimum path between two states of the problem;  
•  The Requester is the agent that asks the Solver for a solution to a search problem. 
 
It is possible that more agents from a class exist in the system. It is particularly common to have more requesters. 
The design also permits the existence of more Solver and Environment agents. 
 
Complying with FIPA recommendations, the Solver and Environment agents first register their services in the 
JADE “yellow pages” or “directory facilitator”. In this way, an Environment agent must be found by a Solver 
agent, and a Solver agent must be found by a Requester. The typical sequence of solving a problem is presented 
in Figure 2. 
 
The UML class diagram of the system is presented in Figure 3. 
The actual processing of the agents is implemented with the help of JADE Behaviour classes. All the agents have 
a “cyclic” behaviour for receiving messages from other agents. The JADE environment manages a message 
queue for all the agents. When an agent decides to receive a message, the first message in its queue becomes 
available. An asynchronous message handling approach is used. The agents continuously listen for messages and 
when one message becomes available, it is handled following the protocol of each class of agents, as presented 
in Figure 2. 
 
Besides the classes used by the agents themselves, the diagram contains some classes for describing a Node and 
a State in the search space. There is also a Problem class that generally defines a particular problem to be solved.  
For visualization purposes, each agent instantiates a window where it can display all its public information. In 
the UML class diagram, one can see that each agent has a dedicated behaviour to regularly update the contents of 
its window (for example, once every 100 milliseconds). It seems that a regular Windows timer conflicts with the 
internal timer of the JADE framework, therefore a “ticker” behaviour must be used instead of a Windows timer, 
although the purpose of the two approaches is very similar. 
 
The JADE multiagent framework is designed in such a way that the class of an agent is independent from the 
classes of its behaviours. In the setup method of the agent, the needed behaviours are added to the agent. In the 
behaviour class, there is a reference to the current agent using that behaviour, called myAgent. However, this is a 
reference to a generic JADE Agent. In the solution proposed here, the three classes of agents are derived from the 
Agent base class but possess their own additional fields, most notably the instantiation of the Windows form 
where all the public messages and notifications are displayed. These custom fields cannot be accessed from the 
Agent base class. In order to solve this problem and be able to display messages, and also to regularly update the 
display window from the behaviours, each behaviour in this situation contains a reference to its derived agent 
class, also called myAgent, in accordance to JADE terminology. However, in JADE myAgent is a reference to the 
Agent base class. In this implementation, myAgent reference is overridden to a specific agent type, such as 
RequesterAgent, SolverAgent or EnvironmentAgent. This reference is also very important because the Requester 
agents can store the identifiers of the Solver agents, and the Solver agents can store the identifiers of the 
Environment agents, in order to send the corresponding messages. The Solver agents can also remember the list 
of requests and the mapping between a certain request and its Requester agent. Since agents themselves can store 
their own state which is accessible from their behaviours, it is no longer necessary to store their state into their 
behaviour. Another disadvantage of this design choice is the necessity of sending many arguments in the 
constructor of the behaviour class. Logically, the agents have their global states, while their behaviours should 
only have local states directly related to their particular purpose. 
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Since the classes of agents and behaviours are different, the private fields of the agent classes must be publicly 
exposed. In C#, this is conveniently accomplished by the use of properties: accessors and mutators, equivalent to 
get and set methods in Java or C++. 
 
Due to JADE intrinsic distributed computing capability, the agents can be deployed on different machines in a 
straightforward manner, without any additional configuration. For example, the Requester  agents and the 
Environment agents can be on one computer and the Solver agents on another computer. In JADE, the former 
agents can belong to the so-called “main container”, and the latter agents to a secondary container. These two 
containers can be created in the same application, in two different applications on the same machine, or on two 
different machines. An important advantage of using JADE is that once two applications have been defined and 
tested on one single computer, the “secondary container” application can be simply copied onto another machine 
and the multiagent system will work without any additional configuration. 
 
When a Solver agent receives a request, it asks the Environment for the problem script. In this way, the problem 
itself is not hard-coded in the application and new problems can be easily added by the users without having to 
compile the system again. At this stage, the CLIPS language was chosen as the script language to define the 
search problems. 
 
CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) is an expert system shell developed by the Software 
Technology Branch of NASA. It is thus specifically designed to facilitate the development of software to model 
human knowledge or expertise [15]. 
 
There are three ways of representing knowledge in CLIPS:  rules (which are primarily intended for heuristic 
knowledge based on experience), generic functions (which are primarily intended for procedural knowledge), 
and  objects-oriented programming (also intended for procedural knowledge, supporting classes, message-
handlers, abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism). 
 
The CLIPS shell provides the basic elements of an expert system: the fact list and instance list, which represent 
the global memory for data, the rule base or the knowledge base that contains all the rules, and an inference 
engine  that controls the overall execution of rules, based on an implementation of the Rete algorithm [16]. Using 
the inference engine, rules match patterns on facts. 
 
Calling CLIPS inference engine from a DotNET application was previously attempted [17] in order to make the 
agents adaptive so that they can modify their own behavioural rules during execution. 
 
It must be mentioned that any script language can be used, as long as it is possible to interface it with C#. For 
example, Python.NET is another interesting option that would deserve investigation. 
 
Since the Solver agent requires a problem script, there are two ways in which it can receive it: 
•  If the Solver and Environment agents are on the same computer (or in the same JADE container, if we 
convene to have one container on each machine in the network, which is not mandatory in JADE), the 
Environment can only send the Solver the file name of the script; 
•  If the Solver and Environment agents are on different computers, the whole script must be embedded 
into a message and sent to the Solver agent. 
 
The CLIPS inference engine is a good choice for the search process due to its speed and generality. The graph of 
the search problem need not be predefined, i.e. all the states and state transitions be known from the start. Using 
a script language, general rules for node expansion can be defined, that are applied only to the current states. 
Several such situations are discussed in the next paragraph.  
 
Each problem script has corresponding rules for node expansion, for computing the exact cost between two 
states, and for the heuristic estimation of the cost between two states.  
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The  Solver  receives the problem name from the Requester, the initial state and the goal state, the search 
algorithm used and any other parameters for the algorithm. In our case, the A* algorithm has the option of either 
revisiting states or not. 
 
The Solver can also take into account unsolvable problems, which will lead to infinite loops. It has a maximum 
time limit for solving a problem (e.g. 5 seconds). If a problem cannot be solved within this time interval, it is 
considered unsolvable and an exception reply is sent to the Requester. The time limit is defined by the user. 
 
 
5. CASE STUDIES 
 
5.1. Search Problems 
Five different problems were considered for analysis. They are briefly presented below.  
 
a) Simple Graph 
This problem corresponds to the directional graph in Figure 4. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Simple search graph. 
 
The CLIPS rules for expanding the first two states are given as follows: 
 
(defrule expand1 
         ?f1 <- (expand) 
         ?f2 <- (current_state 1) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2) 
         (printout t "2" crlf)) 
(defrule expand2 
         ?f1 <- (expand) 
         ?f2 <- (current_state 2) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2) 
         (printout t "3|4|5" crlf)) 
 
The Solver agent in C# inputs (asserts) two facts into the CLIPS environment: the name of the command 
(“expand”) and the name of the corresponding state (“current_state 2”). The printout function is used to 
communicate the results back to the C# environment: 
 
Bepalia.Core.Node crtNode = _openNodeList[bestNode]; // expand best node 
_clips.Assert("(expand)"); 
_clips.Assert("(current_state " + crtNode.State + ")"); 
string result = _clips.Run(); 
 
Similar rules are defined for the actual and the heuristic cost between states. Since this is an uninformed search 
problem, the cost between any two states is considered to be 1. As a heuristic, the trivial function h = 0 is chosen, 
which is however a valid heuristic function because it never overestimates the real cost. 
 
 
(defrule cost 
         ?f1 <- (cost)  
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         ?f2 <- (state1 ?s1) 
         ?f3 <- (state2 ?s2) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) 
         (printout t "1" crlf)) ; cost 1 between any two states 
 
(defrule heuristic 
         ?f1 <- (estimate) 
         ?f2 <- (state1 ?s1) 
         ?f3 <- (state2 ?s2) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) 
         (printout t "0" crlf)) ; no information, consider the simplest admissible heuristic 
 
 
b) Binary Tree 
This is another example of an uninformed search problem. The difference from the previous one is that the 
Simple Graph is fully defined a priori, while the Binary Tree is defined by a dynamic expansion rule: 
 
(defrule expand 
         ?f1 <- (expand) 
         ?f2 <- (current_state ?s) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2) 
         (printout t (* ?s 2) "|" (+ (* ?s 2) 1) crlf))      
 
From any numeric state s, two children are created: 2s and 2s+1. The cost rule and the heuristic rule are the same 
as in the previous problem. 
 
c) Non-Monotonic Heuristic 
This is a small informed search problem [18], which has the graph displayed in Figure 5. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Non-monotonic heuristic. 
 
It is an example of a situation where the A* algorithm cannot find the optimal solution unless it is permitted to 
revisit some states because the heuristic function is non-monotonic. Following the lower side of the graph, the 
algorithm can reach state 4 with a cost of 4. If it is not permitted to revisit state 4, it will reach the final state 5 
with a cost of 104. However, if it is allowed to revisit the states, it will find the optimal route from the upper side 
of the graph and will return the correct result, 102. The expansion rules are similar to those of the Simple Graph 
problem. But since it is an informed search problem, in this case we have different rules for the actual cost and 
the heuristic estimation. For example: 
 
(defrule cost45 
         ?f1 <- (cost) 
         ?f2 <- (state1 4) 
         ?f3 <- (state2 5) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) 
         (printout t "100" crlf)) 
(defrule heuristic4 
         ?f1 <- (estimate)  
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         ?f2 <- (state1 4) 
         ?f3 <- (state2 5) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) 
         (printout t "90" crlf)) 
 
d) Waterjugs 
This is a classical problem of two jugs of water of different capacities, which was proposed as early as the 13
th 
century [19]. In the generalized approach considered here, there are 2 jugs with different capacities, A and B. The 
goal is to get a specified quantity of water R in jug A by applying 6 operators: 
 
•  fill A (↑A); 
•  fill B (↑B); 
•  pour from A to B (A→B); 
•  pour from A to B (B→A); 
•  empty A (↓A); 
•  empty B (↓B). 
 
For example, the 6 operators can be applied to a specific problem where jug A has a capacity of 4 litres, jug B 
has a capacity of 3 litres, and eventually a rest of 2 litres must be obtained in jug A. The resulted tree is displayed 
in Figure 6. Because of its complexity, only the first level is filled in, and then the path to the optimal solution is 
presented [20]. One can notice that there is no single optimal solution; such a solution may be attained on two 
different paths. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Forward reasoning search tree for a waterjugs problem. 
 
The difference from the previous problems is that a state is composed of 2 values instead of 1: the current 
amount of water in the first and the second jug, respectively. From each state, 6 new states are attainable, by 
applying the 6 operators. The expansion rule is presented below: 
 
(defrule expand 
         (maxA ?maxa) 
         (maxB ?maxb) 
         ?f1 <- (expand) 
         ?f2 <- (current_state ?a ?b) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2) 
         (printout t "0 " ?b "|" )          ; empty A 
         (printout t ?a " 0|" )             ; empty B 
         (printout t ?maxa " " ?b "|" )     ; fill A 
         (printout t ?a " " ?maxb "|" )     ; fill B 
 
         (bind ?newb (min (+ ?a ?b) ?maxb)) ; pours until B is full or A is empty  
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         (bind ?newa (- (+ ?a ?b) ?newb)) 
         (printout t ?newa " " ?newb "|" ) 
 
         (bind ?newa (min (+ ?a ?b) ?maxa)) ; pours until A is full or B is empty 
         (bind ?newb (- (+ ?a ?b) ?newa)) 
         (printout t ?newa " " ?newb crlf)) 
 
For this problem it is very important to avoid the revisiting of states, which may lead to a huge search space or 
even to infinite loops. 
 
e) City Routes 
Unlike the synthetic problems presented so far, this is a complex, real-life problem of finding an optimal route 
between 50 major European cities. A state is defined as the name, latitude and longitude of a city. The costs are 
the actual road distances between cities. The heuristic is the direct geographical distance between the cities, 
computed from the latitude and longitude of the two cities. Some examples of expansion, cost, and heuristic 
estimation rules are presented as follows: 
 
(defrule expandIasi 
         ?f1 <- (expand) 
         ?f2 <- (current_state Iasi ? ?) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2) 
         (printout t "Bucharest 44.26 26.06|") 
         (printout t "Budapest 47.29 19.05" crlf)) 
 
 
(defrule costMadrid62 
         ?f1 <- (cost) 
         ?f2 <- (state1 Paris ? ?) 
         ?f3 <- (state2 Madrid ? ?) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) 
         (printout t "1303" crlf)) 
 
(defrule heuristic 
         ?f1 <- (estimate) 
         ?f2 <- (state1 ? ?lat1 ?long1) 
         ?f3 <- (state2 ? ?lat2 ?long2) 
         => 
         (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) 
 
         (bind ?rad 0.017453292519943) ; * PI / 180 
         (bind ?a1 (* ?lat1 ?rad))   
         (bind ?b1 (* ?long1 ?rad)) 
         (bind ?a2 (* ?lat2  ?rad)) 
         (bind ?b2 (* ?long2 ?rad)) 
         (bind ?earth_radius 6378) ; Earth radius = 6378 km 
         (bind ?t1 (* (* (* (cos ?a1) (cos ?b1)) (cos ?a2)) (cos ?b2))) 
         (bind ?t2 (* (* (* (cos ?a1) (sin ?b1)) (cos ?a2)) (sin ?b2))) 
         (bind ?t3 (* (sin ?a1) (sin ?a2))) 
         (bind ?result (* ?earth_radius (acos (+ (+ ?t1 ?t2) ?t3))))   
 
         (printout t ?result crlf)) ; shortest distance on the sphere between two points 
 
 
5.2. Multiagent Simulation Results 
A Requester agent can ask the Solver to find a solution to this problem by sending it a message such as: 
 
(PathFindingProblem :id B2 :name SimpleGraph :algorithm A* :initialState 1 :goalState 10 
:revisit no) 
 
The content of all the messages sent between agents respects the FIPA-SL (Semantic Language) standard [21], 
which is also used by default by JADE for the content of ACL (Agent Communication Language) messages 
[13]. The field names are preceded by a colon (:) and the field values follow, separated by white spaces.  
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When the Solver asks the Environment for the actual problem script, the latter sends either the local file name of 
the script, if the two agents are on the same computer: 
 
(PathFindingScript :content file :data D`\Work\ [...] \SimpleGraph.clp :id B2) 
 
or the whole script itself, if the two are on different machines: 
 
(PathFindingScript :content script :data (defrule expand1 ?f1 <- (expand) ?f2 <- 
(current_state 1) => (retract ?f1 ?f2) (printout t "2" crlf) ) [...] (defrule heuristic ?f1 <- 
(estimate) ?f2 <- (state1 ?s1) ?f3 <- (state2 ?s2) => (retract ?f1 ?f2 ?f3) (printout t "0" 
crlf) ; no information, we consider the simplest admissible heuristic) :id B2) 
 
The id of the problem (e.g. B2) remains the same throughout all the conversations, and that the “ : ” character in 
the file path is replaced by a rarely used character, “ ` ”, so that the colon character remains reserved for the 
identification of field names. Of course, any other replacement solution that ensures the unique use of the colon 
character for the field name of the message is acceptable. 
 
For the case studies, 2 Requester agents were considered, each with 5 problems (different initial and goal states 
of the 5 problems presented above, with different search algorithms and parameters).Table 1 shows the execution 
results for the 10 problems discussed above. The execution time represent an average over 10 tests, made on a 
machine with an Intel Pentium CPU with a frequency of 3GHz and 1GB of RAM. 
 
Table 1. Solutions and execution time for 10 search problems. 
Problem 
ID  Problem settings  Solution path  Cost 
Visited 
states 
Execution 
time (ms) 
A1 :name BinaryTree :algorithm A* 
:initialState 1 :goalState 357  
:revisit no 
1 - 2 - 5 - 11 - 22 - 44 - 89 - 178 - 357  8  357  3810.201 
A2 :name BinaryTree :algorithm Greedy 
:initialState 1 :goalState 5 
1 - 2 - 5  2  5  51.595 
A3 :name NonMonotonicHeuristic 
:algorithm A* :initialState 1 
:goalState 5 :revisit no 
1 - 3 - 4 – 5  104  5  53.213 
A4 :name NonMonotonicHeuristic 
:algorithm A* :initialState 1 
:goalState 5 :revisit yes 
1 - 2 - 4 - 5   102  6  59.775 
 
A5 :name NonMonotonicHeuristic 
:algorithm Greedy :initialState 1 
:goalState 5 
1 - 3 - 4 - 5   104  4  43.857 
 
B1 :name Waterjugs :algorithm A* 
:initialState 0 0 :goalState 2 0 :revisit 
no 
0 0 - 0 3 - 3 0 - 3 3 - 4 2 - 0 2 - 2 0   6  14  292.354 
B2 :name SimpleGraph :algorithm A* 
:initialState 1 :goalState 10 :revisit 
no 
1 - 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 
 
5 10 67.653 
 
B3 :name CityRoutes :algorithm A* 
:initialState Iasi 47.1 27.35 :goalState 
Madrid 40.25 -3.45 :revisit no 
Iasi 47.1 27.35 - Budapest 47.29 19.05 - 
Vienna 48.12 16.22 - Prague 50.05 14.22 - 
Berlin 52.32 13.24 - Bruxelles 50.51 4.21 - 
Paris 48.5 2.2 - Madrid 40.25 -3.45 
4046 16  352.040 
 
B4 :name CityRoutes :algorithm A* 
:initialState Bruxelles 50.51 4.21 
:goalState Athens 37.58 23.46 :revisit 
yes 
Bruxelles 50.51 4.21 - Berlin 52.32 13.24 - 
Prague 50.05 14.22 - Vienna 48.12 16.22 - 
Budapest 47.29 19.05 - Bucharest 44.26 
26.06 - Sofia 42.45 23.2 - Athens 37.58 
23.46 
 
OR 
 
Exception 
Problem takes longer than 5 s to solve 
3562 388 10247.935 
B5 :name CityRoutes :algorithm A* 
:initialState Prague 50.05 14.22 
:goalState Iasi 47.1 27.35 :revisit no 
Prague 50.05 14.22 - Vienna 48.12 16.22 - 
Budapest 47.29 19.05 - Iasi 47.1 27.35 
1312 5  137.648 
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The multiagent system in execution is presented in Figure 7. Each agent has its own window where it displays 
the actual messages received, in grey, and its own messages/reports to the user, in black. 
 
 
Fig. 7. The multiagent system in execution. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The design of a multiagent system based on search algorithms, in this case using the JADE framework, is 
different from the object-oriented, classical approach, because it needs to take into account issues related to the 
cooperation of agents, the fact that more classes of agents are present and that many agents from each class may 
also exist in the system. One major advantage of using a multiagent framework such as JADE is that agent 
communication and distribution over a network are straightforward. 
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